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Game. ASK PG: Will we see useful, non-trivial daily stuff/knowledge/etc.? - namarr I've been thinking a lot

about "philosophical" problems and/or matters the day-to-day experience of a normal, engaged user that
might be of interest to PG. I know there's generally a lot of dribble here, but I'd like to know your thoughts
on whether you'd be open to (and/or are happy about) seeing such posts. ====== pg If you think something
is useful, I'm happy to see it. If you think something is interesting or cool, but maybe not that useful, please

tell me about it. (E.g. I was going to make a post about making a comparison between the number of
differential equations people had to know to program in languages before vs. the number in Javascript. And
if you think it's really interesting, feel free to submit it yourself.) ~~~ jamesbritt I'm of mixed opinion: some

of what I think has obvious usefulness, but I personally don't need to know that it exists. Others of it is
interesting (from a "why, that's a nice way to do that!" point of view), but don't have as much "utility", in
that I'd be happy not knowing about it. That's not to say that my personal thoughts, etc are so interesting,
useful, or anything else as would be useful to _you_. But I'd be open to hearing it, or at least having the
possibility of reading about it. ------ anamax The present invention relates generally to semiconductor

technology and more particularly to a method for forming a high-k metal gate (HKMG) without the use of
an etch stop layer. A gate dielectric is an insulating layer that is placed between a semiconductor substrate

on which the gate of a transistor is disposed, and the gate of the transistor. The gate dielectric, which is also
known as the gate oxide layer, plays a key role in semiconductor devices. The quality of the gate dielectric

can affect the performance of 3da54e8ca3
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